Triangle Interim Solutions RH is joining Energy Observer adventure, the first autonomous and zero-emission hydrogen vessel. With this daring and meaningful bet, the company specialised in human resources is actively participating in the energy transition, which imposes new challenges in terms of training and recruitment.
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TOMORROW'S JOBS: Responding to the climate emergency means developing new skills that are available and operational quickly!

Energy Observer is delighted to count Triangle Interim Solutions RH among its official partners. As an ambassador for hydrogen and the Sustainable Development Goals, we have identified that one of the obstacles to the development of new energies and the hydrogen society is the availability of specialised human resources trained in these technologies.

Accompanying companies in the shift to energy transition, with agility and speed, is therefore a priority objective. As a recruitment company committed to employment and on the front line of short-term industrial needs, Triangle Interim Solutions RH has a key role to play. By recruiting and training temporary specialists to meet today’s and tomorrow’s needs, it is becoming a forerunner in this particularly tense sector.

The hydrogen sector, in particular, is booming and many professions such as maintenance technicians, pipe fitters, high-pressure specialists or electricians and automation specialists are already in high demand and lacking in available skills today, throughout Europe.

Beyond the environmental imperatives, the programmed slowdown of fossil fuels and the rapid development of new energies limiting the carbon footprint is a formidable source of job creation and opportunities for many professional categories.

With Energy Observer at the heart of innovative projects, Triangle Interim Solutions RH aims to contribute concretely and rapidly to the challenges of this essential transition, which will need all the human resources available and aware of its urgency.
Triangle Interim Solutions RH is a committed player in sustainable development. Taking environmental issues into account is an integral part of its internal management system and the company has already implemented various plans to reduce its energy consumption.

Triangle Interim Solutions RH has found an echo in Energy Observer project. The group is determined to change things by taking concrete action for an ecological transition through the use of green energy. Sustainable development is a societal issue that concerns us all. Being more responsible on an individual and collective scale will enable us to challenge our models to improve the well-being of our ecosystems and, at the same time, that of future generations.